In this paper, robust control with sea state observer and dynamic thrust allocation is proposed for the Dynamic Positioning (DP) of an accommodation vessel in the presence of unknown hydrodynamic force variation and the input time delay. In order to overcome the huge force variation due to the adjoining Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) and accommodation vessel, a novel sea state observer is designed. The sea observer can effectively monitor the variation of the drift wave-induced force on the vessel and activate Neural Network (NN) compensator in the controller when large wave force is identified. Moreover, the wind drag coefficients can be adaptively approximated in the sea observer so that a feedforward control can be achieved. Based on this, a robust constrained control is developed to guarantee a safe operation. The time delay inside the control input is also considered. Dynamic thrust allocation module is presented to distribute the generalized control input among azimuth thrusters. Under the proposed sea observer and control, the boundedness of all the closed-loop signals are demonstrated via rigorous Lyapunov analysis. A set of simulation studies are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
FPSOs unit are highly demanded to produce, process hydrocarbons and store oil in marine industry. At the same time, Accommodation Vessels (AV) which can provide the space for logistic support and open deck space in deep sea environment is needed to handle the maintenance related work offshore. In this way, these AVs must ensure connected for continuous personnel and equipments transfer through gangway. Thus, the motivation of this paper is to design a DP system to allow the AVs to maintain proper relative position and heading under varying environmental situations.
One of the most significant phenomena during the operation is the hydrodynamic interaction between the two vessels. This strong influence is called shielding effect [1] which results in huge environmental force variation. The ocean waves can propagate in multiple directions. Once the smaller accommodation vessel situates in the downstream shadow of FPSO as shown in Fig. 1 , the large FPSO would protect the smaller vessel in the vicinity. Consequently, the vessel only receives small wave-induced force. When the vessel moves out of the shadow, the environmental loads on the AV would increase. Thus, it is a very challenging to keep a fixed relative position and heading under this variation. In order to alarm the it, for the first time, a novel sea state observer is proposed. The observer is motivated by the fault diagnosis process in fault tolerant control [2] [3] . Different from traditional fault observer, the sea state observer is able to adaptively estimate the wind force and moment. The estimated force and moment is used for a feedforward control to counteract the wind effect on the vessel. Based on this, the detection of the shielding effect is not only judged by the residual between actual system states and estimated states, but, the estimated wind drag coefficients are selected as the indicator of the shielding effect due to the over-estimation phenomena. After huge waveinduced force and moment are detected, NNs are applied in both sea observer and controller to compensate the wave force.
Additionally, to ensure the extended length of gangway Fig. 1 . Definition of the coordinate system between an AV and the FPSO not exceed the limit stroke, the tracking errors must be regulated. In [4] , Barrier Lyapunov Function (BLF) method was proposed to handle output constraint. Compared to other schemes, BLF needs less restrictive initial conditions and does not require the explicit system solution. A general framework to handle the prescribed performance tracking problem for strict feedback systems were proposed in [5] . Apart from tracking error constraint, the input delay existing in the trusters can severely degrade the control performance. The delay is mainly caused by the long response time of the thruster driver [6] . Thus, it is necessary to take the input delay into consideration for the control design. Much research has been done to cope with input delay for linear system [7] [8] . However, the nonlinearity of the vessel systems bring more challenges to the control design. In [9] [10], an adaptive tracking control scheme has been developed for a class of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear system with input delay. A virtual observer is constructed as an auxiliary system to convert the input delay system into a non-delayed one. A robust saturation control approach for vibration suppression of building structures with input delay is presented in [11] . This control is able to handle bounded timevarying input delay. But integrating tracking error constraint with input delay is seldom studied, especially for nonlinear systems. Therefore, in this paper, in order to guarantee a smooth and safe operation, both of these two requirements need to be considered simultaneously.
In this paper, we consider an AV with 6 azimuth thrusters which can produce forces in all directions. The aim of thrust allocation module is to distribute the desired control effort among the trusters, i.e., to solve the required rotation angle and output thrust for each thruster. The overactuated propelling system makes an optimization problem. In reality, dynamic allocation is needed since the formulation of the optimization problem depends on the earlier allocation results. Moreover, due to the deployment of azimuth thrusters, the optimization problem becomes a nonconvex one [12] . Therefore, it is hard to utilize the traditional iterative numerical optimization method to search the solution. Since we always hope to search the optimal solution in the neiborhood of current thruster state (i.e. rotated angle and produced thrust), a method of local linearization [13] is proper and applicable to convert the nonconvex problem into a local convex one. Sequently, various methods such as linear programming [14] and NN dynamic solvers can be applied [15] . Although thrust allocation problem have been extensively researched, few research results are available to combine thruster-thruster interaction and other thruster property constraints together. In this manner, a more intact dynamic characteristic of the thruster is considered. The block diagram of the overall DP system can be found in Fig.  2 .
The contributions of this paper is three-fold. (i) A novel model-based adaptive sea state observer is developed to alarm the huge environmental force variation and at the same time adaptively approximate the wind force and moment for feedforward compensation. (ii) Robust adaptive control is proposed in combination with predictor-based method and symmetric BLF to handle constant control input delay and output tracking error constraints simultaneously. In addition, NN is employed for the compensation of force variation. (iii) Both thruster-thruster interaction and other truster property are considered in the thrust allocation module. After locally convex reformulation, LVI-based Primal Dual Neural Network (LVI-PDNN) solver is designed to search the optimal solution accurately.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
DP control is designed for FPSO-AV system operated under shielding effect as shown in Fig. 1 . The global frame (X 0 , O 0 , Y 0 ) is defined with the origin fixed at a certain point on sea level. The local frame of FPSO (X F , O F , Y F ) is a moving coordinate system with its origin fixed at the midship point in the water line. X F axis is the longitudinal axis which points to the stern of the ship. Y F is the transversal axis which directs to the starboard. The body frame of AV (X s , O s .Y s ) is defined very similar with that of the FPSO. Due to the turret mooring system and the exogenous environmental forces, the FPSO will make slow yaw motion about the turret pivot point. Thus, the AV is supposed to achieve corresponding plane motion and rotation to ensure a fixed relative position and orientation with FPSO. Let η = [η x , η y , η ψ ] T represents the earth-fixed position and heading of target vessel. The alongship, athwartship and rotational velocity are expressed by vector ν = [u x , v y , r ψ ] T . Referring to [16] , the low frequency (LF) dynamic model of the vessel is considered as follows.
where J(η ψ ) is the rotation matrix defined as
which is the sum of rigid body inertia and added mass. In DP control design, the inertia matrix is usually considered as a constant matrix [17] [16] .
is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal. D(ν) and g(η) are the damping matrix and restoring force respectively. d ∈ R 3 is the time-varying unknown external disturbance and unmodeled dynamics. τ (t − t d ) ∈ R 3 denotes the generalized control input with known constant time delay t d ∈ R. τ wave ∈ R 3×1 and τ wind ∈ R 3×1 represent the wave and wind force/moment. γ(t − T )τ wave describes the hydrodynamic force variation with T denoting the an uncertain moment that the vessel starts to be subjected to the wave force. The function γ(t − T ) is defined as
where
t T represents the shielding time. The expression of wind force and moment in surge, sway and yaw are as follows [16] .
where, 
ρ air is the density of air. Φ is the peak value of wind drag coefficient. A T , A L and L v denote the transverse projected area, lateral projected area and the length of the vessel. β w represents the attack direction of the wind. V w is the relative velocity between the wind and the vessel. Next, we present some assumptions and remarks to facilitate the sequent development.
Assumption 2: The disturbance term d is bounded with
Assumption 3: In this paper, we only consider the drift waveinduced force and moment which is a low-frequency part of the wave effects. The high-frequency part is ignored.
Remark 1: Assumption 3 implies that there is no need to enclose a filter on the position and velocity signal, η and ν, during the control design.
III. ADAPTIVE SEA STATE OBSERVER
In this brief, a novel sea state observer is built to alarm the shielding effect as well as approximate the wind force and moment. To achieve this, the idea of fault detection and diagnosis is incorporated by building a model-based nonlinear observer with full state feedback. The wave-induced drift force under the shielding effect can be regarded as an evolutive fault. Large wave-induced force can be alarmed by investigating the output of the wind estimator and the residual error of the observer. In this paper, the wind and wind-generated wave force are both assumed to propagate along the X 0 direction. Initially, due to the shielding effect, the vessel is subject to the weak wind force solely. A wind drag coefficient estimator is developed to adaptively estimate the unknown peak value of wind drag coefficient Φ. When the shadow influence vanishes, the estimator would fall into overcompensation and the observation error increase. These phenomenon help us to judge the occurrence of large wave-induced force. Then, NNs which have inherent approximation capabilities [18] [19] are applied in sea observer and the controller to encounter the uncertain wave force. The design of sea state observer is introduced in this section.
The more complicated observer after alarm with NN compensation is presented first. The formulation in (1) (2) can be rewritten into a more compact form aṡ
, R = O M −1 . Add and minus AX at the right hand side of the above expression, we obtain.
where A T = A ∈ R 6×6 matrix is chosen to be Hurwitz and the pair (A, R) is completely controllable. According to Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) lemma [20] , there exists a symmetric matrix P and a vector Q satisfying
A set of linearly parameterized NNs with Radial Basis Function (RBF) [21] is employed to handle the unknown wave force. Consider
with
we can further obtain
is the corresponding optimal weights and definẽ
wave , X T ] T . P T wave is the wave-related measured parameters. Since the activation function is bounded, S(Z ow ) − S(Ẑ ow ) is bounded. Moreover, W * d and the approximation error ǫ are bounded, hence, the newly defined disturbance term Λ =
where Λ ∈ R is the constant upper bound. The observer after alarm is designed to bė
whereX is the estimation of X.
τ wind denotes the wind force estimator to be developed later. Define the observer error asX = X −X. The derivative of X iṡ
For stability analysis of error signals, the following Lyapunov candidate is considered
where ω i , (i = 1, 2, ..., 6) is a constant value. The error of wind coefficient estimationΦ is
Incorporating (16), the time derivative of V giveṡ
Consider Assumption 4,V becomeṡ
The adaptive law ofΦ is designed aṡ
With the adaptive law above, we havė
Consequently, the wind force estimation termτ wind can be calculated asτ
Substituting (22) and (23) into (20), we obtaiṅ
Designing the adaptation for the weights in NN aṡ
where (•) i , (i = 1, 2..., 6) is the ith column of •. Invoking the update law into (24), we further havė
Lemma 1: [22] For any two matrices X l1 and Y l1 of the same dimension, there exists a positive constant c l1 such that the following inequality holds.
Since 2X T P R(Λ + d) is a scalar and considering Lemma 1, Assumption 2 and (14), we have the following inequalities.
Moreover, it is clear that the following fact is held:
where λ max (•) is the maximum eigenvalue of •. Substituting (28) (29) and (30)into (26) yieldṡ
In accordance with L = P −1 C T and KYP lemma, (31) giveṡ
we can ensureV < 0. The stability condition above can be further expressed as
Remark 2: By proper selection of the observer coefficients, the estimation error, i.e.X can be arbitrarily small.
Since only wind-induced forces and moment affecting the motion of the vessel before the vessel is subject to large waveinduced force, the wave force term γ(t − T )τ wave in (9) can be ignored. The sea observer under this stage is proposed in the following pattern.
Remark 3: The stability verification is very similar to the observer with NN estimator above thus is neglected. In practical use, when the sea state changes, the wind force estimator will overly compensate due to the involvement of the wave force. Therefore, we can judge the moment of alarm by monitoring the estimated wind drag coefficients. The NN compensator in both observer and controller are to be activated when a designed threshold for estimated wind drag coefficients are exceeded. The observer errorX can also be applied as an axillary indicator for the alarm.
Remark 4:
Based on the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff plate theory [16] , the peak of wind drag coefficient is parameterized in terms of four shape-related parameters. Hence, for fixed vessel, the alarm threshold is unique and can be calculated approximately or through field calibration.
IV. ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN
In this section, we focus on an input time delay control with constrained tracking error. One approach to cope with the input time delay is to convert the original system into a delayfree system known as the Artstein model [23] . Essentially, Artstein model is a predictor-like controller for linear system. However, the dynamics of the vessel is of great nonlinearity and this model does not consider the limitation of tracking error. Therefore, inspired by [23] and combining BLF method [24] , a model-based robust controller with input time delay and tracking error constraint is developed in this paper.
A. Design of control before alarm
The wind force is estimated usingτ wind in the last section. Define the estimation error asτ wind = τ wind −τ wind . When no large wave-induced drift force is detected, we consider the following dynamic system.
performs as a feedforward control to cope with the wind force. While, the actuator delay of the feedforward control componentτ wind is neglected in this work. The input delay t d is assumed as a known constant value. Remark 5: The estimation error of the peak of wind drag coefficientΦ has been proven to be bounded in the last section. Hence, the wind force estimation errorτ wind is bounded. Combining Assumption 2, the newly defined term d 1 is bounded and can be rationally limited as d 1 with ||d 1 || ≤ d 1 . Where d 1 is a positive constant. Incorporating Symmetry Barrier Lyapunov Function (SBLF) [24] , a backstepping approach is employed to design the control.
Step 1: Denote
where the desired trajectory satisfies η d ,η d ∈ L ∞ . α c is the stabilizing function. Choose a positive definite and C 1 continuous SBLF candidate as
should be satisfied. Remark 6: In practical use, the initial condition of position and velocity of the vessel are consistent with the desired trajectory. Hence, |z 1 (0)| < N b can be guaranteed.
Differentiating z 1 with respect to time giveṡ
Substituting (41) into (40), we havė
Design the stabling function α c to be
Substituting (43) into (42) and considering the property of rotation matrix J(η ψ )J T (η ψ ) = I, following equation is achieved.
Step 2: Define an auxiliary state S ∈ R 3×1 to compensate for the input delay with the following expression.
where z f ∈ R 3×1 satisfies the following adaptive law.
In (46), K 2 , Γ 1 , Θ ∈ R 3×3 are positive tuning parameters.
Multiply both sides of (45) by M and denote M s = C(ν) + D(ν) + g(η), the derivative of M S yields
where N c is defined as follows and consider the Mean Value Theorem [25] .
where the bounding function N c (||z s ||) is a globally positive function. z s has the definition of
With the involvement of auxiliary state S, the delayed system is converted into a delay-free one as shown in (47) 
Differentiating V 2 and invoking (44), (45), (46) and (47), we obtaiṅ
Design the following control law
Substitute (52) into (51) and considering (48) and Assumption 1, we havė
To facilitate the subsequent analysis, the Young's inequality is introduced.
where a and b are vectors, ι is a positive constant. Therefore, the N c (||z s ||)||z s ||||S|| term in (53) yields
Similar situation holds for other terms in (53). Moreover, under the condition of ||z 1 || < ||N b ||, the following inequalities holds.
For y and ψ, we have identical transformation. Herein, define
Combining (54),(55), (56) and (57), (53) can be revised aṡ
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives the upper bound of ||z τ || as
Moreover, it can be proven that
With (59) and (60), (58) becomeṡ
where ρ c , β c > 0 and they satisfy ρ c = 
where v 1 , v 2 : R n → R are class K functions and α, β > 0, then the solution x(t) is uniformly bounded.
Remark 7: Combining Lemma 2, Remark 6 and (37)-(61), the Semi-Globally Uniform Boundness (SGUB) of all the signals are guaranteed under the existence of input delay. In addition, the tracking error is regulated as |z 1 | ≤ N b .
B. Design of control after alarm
For robust control under large wave-induced force, we consider the model in (1) (2) . Similar to the control before alarm, the wind force is estimated for the feedforward control. Thus, the dynamic model of (2) can be rewritten as
For simplicity, in the following proof, the term γ(t − T )τ wave will be replaced by τ wave . The first step of the control design after alarm is the same with step 1. And all the proof before (46) remain the same, (47) will be changed into
To estimate the unknown wave force, a RBF neural network is applied.
DenoteŴ c , W * c , ǫ c as the estimated weights, optimal weights and approximation error respectively. Z c is the input vector to the neural network. The details about Z c will be introduced in the simulation section. Design the update law of the NN weights to beẆ
Control input under this condition should be augmented into
The control law in (66) is able to guarantee the SGUB of all the close-loop system states. Proof The proof is very trivial and similar to that in "control before alarm" section, thus, ignore here.
V. OPTIMAL THRUST ALLOCATION FOR DYNAMIC POSITIONING

A. Problem Formulation for Thrust Allocation
This section will give an optimal solution in terms of individual thruster to achieve required resultant force along axis X and Y and resultant torque M z . The AV DP system is compounded by 6 nozzle thrusters. Each of them can rotate the full 360 • to generate thrust in any direction. The six thrusters are grouped in pairs and their layout are presented in Fig. 3 .
In addition, to avoid thruster-thruster interaction, a forbidden zone [29] of 20 • is considered to increase the propelling efficiency. The forbidden zone in this paper is depicked as Fig.  4 . The resulting force and moment generated by the 6 thrusters in surge, sway and yaw direction are given by 
τ is the command signal which is the combination of feedforward wind force compensation and the feedback control effort designed in the last section. The cost function is formulated as
subject to:
where u T Qu represents power consumption and Q ∈ R 6×6 is a positive weight matrix. The second term of the cost function is used to guarantee a minimum rotation angle of each thruster in a single sampling interval with positive weights P ∈ R 6×6 . α 0 ∈ R 6×1 represent current rotated angle of the thrusters. o T Ro penalizes the error o ∈ R 3×1 between the commanded and achieved generalized force. The weight R ∈ R 3×3 should be chosen sufficiently large so that the error is necessarily small. u ≤ u ≤ u denotes the limit of thrust in this case. α ≤ α ≤ α restricts the feasible working zone, in this case, 20 • forbidden zone is considered. ∆α ≤ α − α 0 ≤ ∆α gives the constrain of azimuth speed.
B. Locally Convex Reformulation
The above formulation usually contributes to a nonlinear non-convex problem which requires large computations to search the solution. The main reason is the nonlineariy of the equality constraint (71). To simplify the solution search process, a locally convex quadratic programming reformulation is suggested. Since in dynamic positioning the azimuth angles are required to be slowly varying near the position in last sampling time instant α 0 and similar situation holds for the output thrust, linearization of the equality constraint at the current thruster state (output thrust and angle) is reasonable. Therefore, the optimization problem can be reformulated as follows.
The optimization problem above can be rewritten as the following more compact form.
Other vectors and matrices are defined
C. LVIPDNN Optimization
To solve online the linear Quadratic Program (QP) problem shown in (77)-(78), a simplified gradient LVIPDNN is adopted. Firstly, the above optimization problem is converted to the lagrangian dual problem. Follow [30] , the dual problem is to maximize H(U) with
V is a sufficiently large constant vector to represent +∞. L and L ∈ R 6×1 are dual-decision variables. The necessary and sufficient condition for a minimum is the vanishing of the gradient
With this condition, we can further obtain the following equation.
The dual quadratic formulation can be derived
Our objective is to convert the QP problem into a set of LVIs by finding a primal-dual equilibrium vector U * ∈ Ω U , V ∈ Ω V [31] , such that
Similarly, the LVIs for (78) is
Combining (83) and (84), the LVIs for the whole system can be rewritten as
The following piecewise linear equation is applied to reformulate the above LVIs [15] .
where G ΩZ (•) denotes the projection operator on Ω Z with the following definition.
The following dynamical system is developed for (86) according to dynamic-solver design approach [31] [32] .
Γ Z ∈ R 18×18 is positive parameter used to tune the convergence rate [33] .
Theorem 1: Assume the existence of optimal solution to the locally convex QP problem in (77)-(78). The output of the search law (88) is globally exponentially convergent to the optimal solution U * .
VI. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, a supply vessel replica-Cybership II in the marine control laboratory of Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) [34] is considered as the case study to evaluate the performance of the proposed control scheme.
A. Environmental Forces 1) Wind Forces:
The wind force model is as presented in (7) . The wind direction is along X 0 with the velocity of 16m/s. The peak of wind drag coefficients are selected as
2) Wave Forces: In this section, the wave forces indicate the wave-induced drift forces. These forces refer to the nonzero slowly varying components of the total wave-induced force. In this paper, we assume that the high-frequency components,i.e., the first-order wave-induced forces are filtered out by filters in advance and in DP system, no control is applied to handle the high-frequency motion. The model of wave drift forces are considered as follow [16] .
where, |F wave2 (ω k , β r )| is the amplitude of the mean drift force. ω k and β r are wave frequencies and the angle between the heading of the vessel and the attack direction of the wave. The wave comes from the same direction with the wind, i.e, β wave = 0. The calculation of |F wave2 (ω k , β r )| should be obtained by complex RAO analysis. For simplicity, we adopt a sinusoidal function to estimate it. A k satisfies 1 2 A 2 k = S(ω k )∆ω. S(ω) is the JONSWAP wave spectrum. The dominant wave frequency is denoted as ω o and ω o = 6 × 10 −4 rad/s. The encounter frequency ω e is defined as
. U is the total speed of the ship. ǫ k is the random phase angle chosen within the range of [−0.2, 0.2] rad/s. In this simulation, we assume that during the beginning 10s, the sea is calm and the state becomes moderate at 10s, which triggers the rotation motion of the FPSO. While, because of the shielding effect, the large wave force starts to attack the AV at 150s. After that, the drift force increases gradually and the model (89) is activated to generate the force and moment.
B. Control System Simulation Study
In response to wind and wave force acting on the FPSO, the trajectory of FPSO is approximately a quarter round with the amplitude of 17m and frequency of 0.005rad/s. Thus, the desired trajectory of the accommodation vessel can be expressed as
where t m = 10s is the moment when the sea state changes. The initial position and velocity of the vessel are η 0 = 0, −17, π 2
T and ν 0 = [0, 0, 0] T . The total simulation time is 324s. 1) Sea Observer: Initially, (35) is applied to approximate the position and velocity of the vessel as well as the wind force and moment before alarm. The parameters are designed as L = 5I 6×6 , C = I 6×6 . Γ and P in adaptive law (21) are selected as Γ = diag {100, 600, 100} and P = 5I 6×6 respectively. The initial condition of the observer and the wind drag coefficient estimator are designed as X 0 = [η 0 , ν 0 ] T and Φ 0 = [0.024, 0.056, 0.033] T .
Due to the effect of wave-induced force, when the vessel moves out of the shadow of the FPSO, the wind force estimator would conduct overcompensation. The overcompensation provide us with adequate hint to decide when the NN compensator is on. If the mean value of the estimated wind drag coefficients in past 5 successive seconds is above 0.2, a judgement can be made that severe wave force is attacking the vessel and the NN compensation needs to be activated both in the sea observer and in the controller.
After the compensation is triggered, since the overcompensated wind estimator cannot approximate the waveinduced forces perfectly, the update law with NN estimator (15) is applied. The network in this observer has (25) is ω i = 0.002, (i = 1, 2, 3).
2) Robust Control: Before the switching command is received from sea observer, dynamic model in (36) is considered. The input time delay t d is 2s. The disturbance d is chosen randomly between -0.05-0.05. The gangway is able to rotate 360 • freely, thus the tracking error constraint on yaw motion is relatively loose. N b is set to be N b = 0.3, 0.3, π 6
T . Control law in (52) is applied with the parameters tuned as 1, 2, 3) . The wind and wave forces and moment acting on the vessel can be found in Fig. (5) . The control performance can be seen from Fig. (6) - (9) . 3) Thrust Allocation: The configuration of the six thrusters are shown in Fig. 3 . The encounter angles α e2 ,α e3 ,α e4 and α e5 are defined in Fig. 10 . The specific values of the encounter angles are calculated as α e2 = 190.9086 • , α e3 = 191.5165 • , α e4 = 10.8194 • , α e5 = 11.5165 • . Considering the forbidden zone of 20 • , the working zone, in other words, the constraints for the azimuth angles are defined as 
Particularly, since α 1 and α 6 can achieve full round rotation, in simulation, we set no constraint of rotation angle for α 1 and α 6 . The optimization weights Q, P and R are selected as Q = 0.2I 6×6 , P = 0.2I 6×6 and R = 10I 3×3 . The updating parameter Γ Z in the dynamic solver (88) is tuned as Γ Z = 0.1I 18×18 . The upper and lower bound of the variables in (75-76) are u = −0.7ones(6, 1), u = 0.7ones(6, 1), ∆α = − π 20 ones(6, 1)/∆t opt , ∆α = π 20 ones(6, 1)/∆t opt . Where ∆t opt = 0.167s is the sampling time interval between two loops. The constraint for the allocation error of the dynamic solver are o = −0.02ones(6, 1) and o = 0.02ones (6, 1) . The initial thrust that each thruster provides are u 0 = 0.0308ones (6, 1) . The initial rotation angles are
. To reduce the computation consumption, in practical implementation, a termination mechanism is introduced for each optimization loop. The maximum iteration number in each loop is 10 5 . If the variance of J c during the past 1000 successive iteration is smaller than 10 −12 , the convergence of current loop can be rationally identified and computation process is terminated. Fig. (11) - (14) show the simulation results of the dynamic allocator.
C. Discussion
Figs. 6 shows that the proposed control can handle the input delay under severely varying environmental circumstances. Good tracking performance is achieved under the hybrid feedforward and feedback control scheme in surge and sway. However, there is relatively large oscillation at the beginning of tracking in yaw direction, but the heading angle is able to converge to the desired trajectory gradually. The corresponding It can be observed that all the tracking errors are successfully restricted within the predefined constraint N d . The estimation of the peak of wind drag coefficientΦ is presented in Fig. 8 . As we can see, before the attack of the large wave-induced force, i.e. t < 150s, the estimator is able to achieve accurate approximation. After the attack, the estimation values start to increase rapidly which help to trigger the compensation. The alarm is activated at 160.17s. After the alarm, the estimation values fall in overcompensation and the simulation curves are ignored in the plot become they do not have adequate actual meaning. The observation error for plane position in the sea state observer is necessarily small as shown in Fig. 9 . However, larger observation error can be seen during 150s-160s due to the effect of the wave force. The large observer error vanishes after the involvement the NN compensator. This abrupt error Fig. 13 . Angular velocity of each thruster In Figs. 11, the blue and red line represent the allocated generalized force and the command signal from the controller respectively. The results demonstrate that the dynamic allocator can provide satisfactory resulting force and moment to match the desired command signal. The produced thrust of each thruster is always within the limit of ±0.7N as shown in Fig. 12. Combining Figs. 13-14 , it is observed that constraints for the rotation angle and angular velocity are both not violated.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, DP control has been proposed for a marine vessel under uncertain environmental force variation due to adjoining FPSO. First, a novel sea state observer has been developed with adaptive wind force and moment estimator to alarm large wave-induced drift force. Then, the control system has been designed using SBLF and predictor-based method in combination with NN to handle the tracking error constraints, input delay as well as the unknown wave force. The stability of the proposed sea state observer and the controller has been shown through rigorous Lyapunov and Lyapunov-Krasovskii analysis respectively. Finally, dynamic thrust allocation has been sequently investigated for individual thrusters of the DP system employing locally convex reformulation and LVIPDNN method. Simulation study has been conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme and thrust allocation.
